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Vlad Bally, Université Gustave Eiffel
Convergence in distribution norms in the CLT and number of roots of trigonometric polynomials
The starting point of our work is a result of Prohorov who proved that in order to obtain
convergence in total variation distance in the Central Limit Theorem, one (essentially) needs
that the law of the random variables at hand locally upper bound the Lebesgue measure
(Doeblin condition). We assume this condition and we study the convergence for test functions
∂ α f, so for derivatives of any order of continuous functions (this is what we mean by convergence
in distribution norms). Moreover we prove Edgeworth developments as well. As an application
we study the assymptotic behavior of the number of roots of trigonometric polynomials with
random coefficients : such results are already known for Gaussian coefficients, and we extend
them to coefficients with arbitrary law (which verify Doeblin’s condition).
In collaboration with Lucia Caramellino and Guillaume Poly.

Erwin Bolthausen, University of Zürich
Approximate message passage and the TAP equations
Message passage is a method to approximately compute marginal distributions of probability
distributions having an underlying graphical structure. It was reinvented several times. Versions
of it where used as an alternative to LASSO type methods in compressed sensing. Depending
on the underlying graphical structure, it is possible to reduce the algorithmic complexity by an
approximation step which results in what is called ”Approximate Message Passage”. The high
efficiency of the corresponding algorithms in compressed sensing was first observed numerically
by Donoho and Montanari. A theoretical understanding was first obtained in spin glass theory
where the AMP equations are the celebrated Thouless-Anderson-Palmer equations.
The talk aims at giving an overview. We will also present some recent developments of the
AMP-TAP approach to compute free energies.
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Timothy Budd, Radboud University
Random punctured hyperbolic surfaces & the Brownian sphere
The moduli space of genus-0 hyperbolic surfaces with n punctures comes naturally equipped
with a probability measure arising from the Weil-Petersson volume. I will report on preliminary
results in collaboration with Nicolas Curien showing that the corresponding random metric
space converges after rescaling by n−1/4 to a multiple of the Brownian sphere as n → ∞
in the Gromov-Prokhorov topology. Removing a small horocyclic neighborhood around each
puncture, the same limit is obtained in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense. The proofs rely on an
almost-bijection between punctured genus-0 hyperbolic surfaces and certain decorated trees.

Marı́a Emilia Caballero, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México
The Lambda asymmetric frequency process
We study the competition between two different populations each of which is modeled by a
continuous-state branching process with immigration, (not necessarily with the same law). To
do so we analyse the proportion of one of the types with respect to the total population, and
force the total population to be constant in a dense set. These ideas lead to the definition of
the Lambda- asymmetric frequency process (Lambda-AFP) as a limit of homogenoeus Markov
processes (Culling procedure) which converges to the solution of a specific SDE. This process
describes de behaviour of the proportion of one of the types. The properties of this process are
described as well as a moment duality and its relations with coalescents.
Based on joint work with Adrian González Casanova and Jose Luis Pérez-Garmendia.

Nicolas Curien, Université Paris-Saclay
Parking on Cayley trees and Frozen Erdös-Rényi
Consider a uniform Cayley tree Tn with n vertices and let m cars arrive sequentially, independently, and uniformly on its vertices. Each car tries to park on its arrival node, and if the
spot is already occupied, it drives towards the root of the tree and park as soon as possible.
Using combinatorial enumeration, Lackner & Panholzer established a phase transition for this
process when m is approximately n/2. We couple this model with a variation of the classical
Erdös–Rényi random graph process. This enables us to completely describe the phase transition
for the size of the components of parked cars using a modification of the standard multiplicative
coalescent which we named the frozen multiplicative coalescent. The geometry of critical parked
clusters in the parking process is also studied. Those trees are very different from usual random
trees and should converge in the scaling limit towards Jean’s growth-fragmentation trees canonically associated to 3/2-stable process that already appeared in the study of random planar
maps.
Based on joint work with Alice Contat.
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Amir Dembo, Stanford University
Sparse random graphs with unusually large subgraph counts
In this talk, based on joint works with Nicholas Cook, Huy Tuan Pham and Sohom Bhattacharya, I will discuss recent developments in the emerging theory of nonlinear large deviations,
focusing on sharp upper tails for counts of several fixed subgraphs in a large sparse random
graph (such as Erdös–Rényi or uniformly d-regular). These results allow in turn to determine
the typical structure of samples from an associated class of Gibbs measures, known as Exponential Random Graph Models, which are widely used in the analysis of social networks.

Marie Doumic, Sorbonne Université
Estimating the fragmentation kernel from long-term or from transient behaviours
For many applications, specifically protein fibrils fragmentation as it occurs for amyloid diseases, the fragmentation kernel, i.e. the place where the individuals break down into pieces, is
neither known a priori nor may be inferred by direct observations on the dividing population.
In this talk, we will address this estimation problem and study several approaches, making use
either of the long-term, the transient or the short-term behaviour.
This is a joint work with Miguel Escobedo, Magali Tournus and Wei-Feng Xue.

Thomas Duquesne, Sorbonne Université
Scaling limits of tree-valued branching random walks
We consider a branching random walk taking its values in the b-ary rooted tree Wb (i.e. the set
of finite words written in the alphabet {1, . . . , b}, with b ≥ 2). The branching random walk is
indexed by an uniform ordered rooted tree with n vertices. The jumps of the branching random
walk are those of a nearest-neighbour null-recurrent random walk on Wb (reflection at the root
of Wb and otherwise : probability 1/2 to move closer to the root of Wb and probability 1/(2b)
to move away from it to one of the b sites above). We denote by Rb (n) the range that is the set
of all sites in Wb visited by the branching random walk. We first prove a law of large numbers
for #Rb (n) and we also prove that if we equip Rb (n) (which is a random subtree of Wb ) with
1
its graph-distance dgr , then the metric space (Rb (n), n− 4 dgr ), equipped with its normalised
empirical measure converges to the reflected Brownian cactus, a variant of the Brownian cactus
introduced by N. Curien, J-F. Le Gall and G. Miermont (Ann. IHP 2013).
See : https ://arxiv.org/abs/2104.07314
In collaboration with R. Khanfir, Sorbonne Université, S. Lin, Sorbonne Université, N. Torri,
Université Paris-Nanterre.
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Nathalie Eisenbaum, Université Paris-Descartes
Some percolations involving Gaussian free fields
Consider a Gaussian process indexed by the vertex set of an infinite, locally finite, connected
graph G. Does the subgraph of G with vertex set the vertices where this process is heigher
than a given value, have an infinite connected component ? In case the simple random walk on
G is symmetric and transient, many authors have treated this question for the Gaussian free
field on G. We will present some answers to similar questions involving Gaussian free fields and
permanental free fields.

Steven N. Evans, University of California at Berkeley
Lipschitz minorants of Lévy processes
The α-Lipschitz minorant of a function f : R → R is the greatest α-Lipschitz function m :
R → R such that m ≤ f . The α-Lipschitz minorant of the sample path of a two-sided Lévy
process X was introduced and studied by Abramson and Evans. Denoting the minorant by
M , an object of interest is the contact set Z := {t ∈ R : Mt = Xt ∧ Xt− } which is both
stationary and regenerative. We continue the study of this object by providing a description of
the excursions of the Lévy process away from its contact set that is similar to the one presented
in Itô excursion theory.
This is joint work with Mehdi Ouaki (UC Berkeley).

Christina Goldschmidt, University of Oxford
The scaling limit of a critical random directed graph
We consider the random directed graph D(n, p) with vertex set {1, 2, . . . , n} in which each
of the n(n − 1) possible directed edges is present independently with probability p. We are
interested in the strongly connected components of this directed graph. A phase transition for
the emergence of a giant strongly connected component is known to occur at p = 1/n, with
critical window p = 1/n + λn−4/3 for λ ∈ R. We show that, within this critical window, the
strongly connected components of D(n, p), ranked in decreasing order of size and rescaled by
n−1/3 , converge in distribution to a sequence of finite strongly connected directed multigraphs
with edge lengths which are either 3-regular or loops.
This is joint work with Robin Stephenson (Sheffield).

Alexander Gnedin, Queen Mary, University of London
Self-similarity in the problem of recognising the last record
Self-similarity is a helpful feature in sequential optimisation, allowing one to reduce the set
of parameters used in decision strategies. This talk is concerned with self-similar problems of
optimal stopping, where the objective is to maximise the probability of recognising the last
record at the moment it appears. The problems to be discussed include the random record
model with pure-birth pacing processes, and some non-classic record processes in partially
ordered spaces.
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Igor Kortchemski, École Polytechnique
Cauchy-Bienaymé-Galton-Watson
What is the structure of a large random Bienaymé-Galton-Watson tree, with critical offspring
distribution belonging to the domain of attraction of a Cauchy law ? It turns out that a condensation phenomenon occurs, where a single vertex with macroscopic degree appears, yet disappears towards infinity.
This is joint work with Loı̈c Richier.

Andreas Kyprianou, University of Bath
Attraction to and repulsion from patches on the hypersphere and hyperplane for isotropic ddimensional a-stable processes with index in α ∈ (0, 1] and d ≥ 2
Consider a d-dimensional a-stable processes with index in α ∈ (0, 1] and d ≥ 2. Suppose that Ω
is a region of the unit sphere S d−1 = {x ∈ Rd : |x| = 1}. We construct the law of the aforesaid
stable Lévy process conditioned to approach Ω continuously, either from inside S d−1 , from
outside S d−1 or in an oscillatory way. (Note that all of these events in the conditioning have zero
probability.) Our approach extends to the setting of the same family of stable processes hitting
conditioned to continuously approach bounded domains of (d − 1)-dimensional hyperplanes.
We appeal to a mixture of methods : The modern theory of self-similar Markov process as well
as the classical potential analytic view.
Joint work with Tsogzolmaa Saizmaa (National University of Mongolia), Sandra Palau (UNAM,
Mexico) and Mateusz Kwasniki (Technical University of Wroclaw).

Jean-Francois Le Gall, Université Paris-Saclay
Geodesics in random geometry
We discuss the behavior of geodesics in the continuous model of random geometry known as
the Brownian sphere or Brownian map. We say that a point x is a geodesic star with m arms
if x is the endpoint of m disjoint geodesics. We prove that the set of all geodesic stars with m
arms has dimension 5 − m, for m = 1, 2, 3, 4. This complements recent results of Miller and
Qian, who derived upper bounds for these dimensions.

Yves Le Jan, Université Paris-Saclay
Stationary genealogy
Our goal is to study the genetic composition of a population in which each individual has two
parents who contribute equally to the genome of their offspring.
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Bastien Mallein, Université Sorbonne Paris Nord
Branching-invariant point measures
A branching random walk is a particle system on the real line in which at each integer time,
every particle produces a random number of offspring centered around its current position.
This process can be thought of as the analogue of random walk in the space of point measures.
It is then possible to define a branching convolution operator ~ on the space of laws of point
measures, where P ~ Q is the law of the point measure obtained by generating a point measure
of law P and replacing each of its atoms by a shifted independent copy of the point measure
Q.
For large families of laws L, we show that laws satisfying the equality E = L ~ E are randomly
shifted, decorated Poisson point processes. Based on a recent work of Chen, Garban and Shekhar, the laws satisfying E = E ~ L can also be characterized as randomly shifted decorated
Poisson point processes. We show that these two results can be used in conjunction to obtain
the asymptotic behavior of the relative positions of largest particles in a number of branching
processes.

Servet Martinez, Universidad de Chile
Probabilistic analysis of a discrete-time evolution in recombination
We study the discrete-time evolution of a recombination transformation in population genetics
that acts in the set of measures on the sequences encoding genetic information. The transformation is a weighted sum on the class of partitions of the sites, of the product of marginal on
their atoms. The evolution can be described by a Markov chain on the set of partitions that
converges to the finest partition. We identify the geometric decay rate to the limit and describe
the quasi-stationary behavior when conditioned to the event that the chain does not hit the
limit.

Sylvie Méléard, École Polytechnique
Historical Processes and Dynamics of Phylogenies in a Population with Climate Change
We investigate in a simple model how the phylogenies of living individuals are shaped by
the adaptation to a varying environment. In this model, the individuals are characterised by
one-dimensional real traits (or positions). The stochastic individual-based birth-death process
depends on a time-changing growth rate that shifts the optimal trait to the right and depends
on a nonlinear logistic competition term. The macroscopic behaviour is described by a PDE
that admits a unique positive stationary solution. We are interested here in the ancestral
lineages of the living individuals in the stationary regime. The dynamics of these lineages are
modelled by a historical process, approximatively close to a similar one with non-linearity
frozen to its stationary value. We then use a many-to-one identity together with FeynmanKac’s formula and fine stochastic calculus to completely describe the limiting distribution, in
large populations, of the path of an individual drawn at random at a given time. We deduce
how the path of an individual trait is approximated in reverse time. In the Gaussian case, it is
an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. It shows how the lagged bulk of the present population stems
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from ancestors once optimal in trait but still in the tail of the trait distribution in which they
lived.
This talk is based on joint works with Vincent Calvez, Benoit Henry and Viet Chi Tran.

James Norris, University of Cambridge
Stability of Hastings-Levitov aggregation in the subcritical regime
We show that the HL(α) planar aggregation model grows as a disk for α ≤ 1. Our result extends
to other models of dielectric-breakdown type, including a conformal map version of the Eden
model. For the range of parameter values considered, our models have Gaussian fluctuations in
which each Fourier mode evolves as an independent Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. This is joint
work with Vittoria Silvestri (Rome, La Sapienza) and Amanda Turner (Lancaster).

Jim Pitman, University of California, Berkeley
Euler’s exp-log recursion in algebra, analysis, probability and combinatorics
Early algebraic forms of this recursion include the Girard-Newton-Waring identities between
coefficients of a polynomial and sums of powers of its roots. As a matter of analysis, the explog recursion appears in Euler’s calculus text of 1755. With suitable parameters, this recursion
generates polynomials known by different names in various contexts : generalized binomial coefficients and Stirling numbers, Newton polynomials, symmetric functions, cycle indices, Bell polynomials, moment polynomials, Faber polynomials, and polynomials of binomial type. Insight
into the structure of these polynomials is provided by interpretations of the exp-log relation in
various settings, especially its probabilistic interpretations in terms of random permutations,
infinitely divisible distributions, and the fluctuation theory of random walks.

Alain Rouault, Université de Versailles Saint-Quentin
Limit theorems for clocks
The Lamperti transformation connects positive semi-stable Markov processes to Lévy processes
via a time change, usually called a clock. In this talk, we describe the asymptotic behaviour of
rescaled clocks in large time.
It is based on two papers, the first one with N. Demni, M. Zani (2015) and the second one with
M-E. Caballero (2021).

Alain-Sol Sznitman, ETH Zürich
On disconnection and the bubble set for random interlacements
Over the last five years substantial progress has been made in understanding how random
interlacements disconnect macroscopic bodies. In this talk we discuss a recent result concerning
the strongly percolative regime of the vacant set, and the occurrence of an excessive fraction
of sites in a large box that get disconnected by the interlacements from the boundary of a
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concentric box of double size. If, as expected, the critical levels for percolation and strong
percolation of the vacant set coincide, this result expresses the principal exponential rate of
decay of the probability of this large deviation event in terms of a variational problem in the
continuum, which involves the percolation function for the vacant set of random interlacements.

Maria Eulália Vares, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro
On renewal contact processes
We refine previous results concerning the renewal contact processes and significantly widen the
family of interarrival times for which the critical value can be shown to be strictly positive.
The result now holds for any finite spatial dimension and the assumption of decreasing failure
is removed. We also provide further description of the process in the case of heavy tailed
interarrival times.
This talk will be mostly based on a joint work in collaboration with Luiz Renato Fontes,
Thomas S. Mountford and Daniel Ungaretti.

Wendelin Werner, ETH Zürich
Some of Jean’s favorite objects within planar fields
I will try to give recent examples of instances where probabilistic objects introduced/studied by
Jean turn out to be instrumental for the understanding of two-dimensional continuous random
structures.

